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Fiscal Policy 
We have already briefly talked about Keynesian arguments for government intervention, 
where we found that Keynesian Economist believes that because prices are sticky, it may 
take a sufficient lag in time before the economy rights its course and attain its potential 
output or target income. This intervention can come in the shape of either Fiscal policy, 
or Monetary policy. We will now elaborate on Fiscal Policy.  
 
Let us first examine what constitutes a Government Budget, from which Fiscal Policy is 
derived. Just like a firm, a government can be thought of as a firm running a large 
company we call an economy. And like a firm, it has expenditures, and revenues to create 
the optimal economy. This then constitute the government’s budget, 
expenditures/outlays, and revenues, and it exist at both the federal (Federal Budget) 
and provincial (Provincial Budget) levels. Prior to the great depression, the federal 
budget’s sole purpose was to finance the business of running an economy. Of course, we 
have found out that with the depression, the government now has a secondary role of 
pursuing fiscal policy to maintain the economy. 
 
The process of Budget Making involves the following: The Federal Government and 
Parliament makes Fiscal Policy, beginning with (This are just notes for you to understand 
the realities of a Government Budget. You will not be tested on this. But as a citizen, you 
should know this process.) 

1. The consultation between the Minister of Finance and the Department of Finance 
and their counterparts in the Provincial Government. These discussions also 
include business and consumer groups.  

2. All of which serves to determine which programs will be funded at both 
governmental levels, and how much.  

3. The Finance Minister develops then a set of proposals with the assistance of 
Department of Finance economists’ projections. 

4. These are then discusses in the Cabinet, and becomes Government Policy. 
5. The Minister then finally presents a budget plan to Parliament, which debates the 

plan and enacts the laws necessary to implement the budget plan. 
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What are the components of the Federal Budget then? 
Item Projections (Billions of Dollars 

Revenues 200  

Personal Income Taxes  94 

Corporate Income Taxes  29 

Indirect Taxes  66 

Investment Income  11 

   

Outlays/Expenditures 196  

Transfer Payments  119 

Expenditures on Goods and 

Services 

 42 

Debt Interest  35 

   

Budget Balance 4  

Source: Parkin & Bade 6th Edition, from Department of Finance Budget Plan 2005 and Statistics Canada, 

CANSIM Table 183-0004 

The main sources of revenue for the Federal Government are as reflected above,  
1. Personal Income Tax – Individual Consumer pay taxes on their own income. 
2. Corporate Income Tax – Taxes paid by firms for their profit. 
3. Indirect Tax – This refers to taxes paid by consumers when they buy goods and 

services, such as your GST or HST. 
4. Investment Income – Just as we save our monies we do not spend, so to does the 

Government. Such as when the Government maintains a budget surplus 
(Expenditure are less than Revenues). 

 
The revenues can then be used for social or economic purposes, 

1. Transfer Payments – Such as your Social Security, and Unemployment 
Insurance. These expenditures fulfill the government’s social obligation, and 
directly increases consumption expenditure. 

2. Expenditures on Goods and Services – Such as in the production and 
maintenance of public goods in the form of road works, bridges, etc. This 
expenditure enter via private sector. 

3. Debt Interest – A government that consistently maintains a budget deficit 
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(Expenditure are greater than Revenues) must pay for monies they borrow. 
 
This then mean that a government’s budget balance is  
 

Budget Balance = Revenues – Outlays/Expenditures 
 
When the figure is positive, it means the government has a budget surplus, and if 
negative, it has a budget deficit. The Canadian government had since the late 1970s to 
mid 1990s maintained a consistent budget deficit. This pattern was however reversed in 
since then, with the Federal Government maintaining a budget surplus since. As you may 
note from the table, the principal expenditure is in transfer payments. It should be noted 
further that total government sector budget would have to include provincial and local 
governments as well. 
 
Note that Government Debt does not refer to just current budget deficit, but past deficit. 
In Canada, by the end of WWII, debt as a percentage of GDP was at 113%; that is debt 
was greater than the income the economy was generating. This debt however fell to 18% 
by 1974 as a result of consistent surplus. Today, government debt as a proportion of GDP 
stands at 40%, as a result of consistent deficit in post 1974 Canada. In 2005, the Canadian 
government surplus was about 2% of GDP. In give you an idea of where the Canadian 
Government stand, consider that in that same year, the Japanese government had a budget 
deficit close to 7% of GDP, while at the other spectrum, Norway had a budget surplus 
close to 12% of their GDP. If an economy has Government debt, what implications 
does it have on its citizens today, and future generation? That is does a lack of fiscal 
discipline have negative effects on future generations?  
 
 
Before we define fiscal policy proper, we will first examine the elements of the aggregate 
expenditure again. Recall that AE=C+I+G+(X-IM), that is the aggregate expenditure in 
the aggregate economy is dependent on 

1. Level of Consumption, C, where Consumption is in turn dependent on 
autonomous level of consumption, c, and the marginal propensity to consume, 
mpc out of the disposable income. The disposable income is just income net of 
taxes. We can write this relationship hence as, C=c+mpc(Y-T) 

2. Level of Investment, I 
3. Level of Government Spending, G 
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The above three elements would adequately describe the expenditures that occur within a 
closed economy. By closed, I mean no trade occurs with other economies. This 
characterization is very intuitive since the key players in the economy are the consumers, 
producers, and the government. However, in line with the discussion we have pursued 
thus far, which is to consider an open economy, such as that of Canada’s, we have to 
include  
 

4. Level of Exports, X, and 
5. Level of Imports, IM, which in turn is describes by the following relationship, 

autonomous level of importation, im, and marginal propensity to consume imports 
out of income. That is IM=im+mpi(Y). 

 
We can now examine what is really within the control of each agent. It is clear that in a 
free Capitalist economy, no government can control the level of private consumption by 
consumers, C, nor the level of investment by producers, I. This thus means that all that is 
within the government’s control is the level of government spending, and the level of 
taxes it collects. i.e. G and T.  
 
It then becomes natural to define Fiscal Policy as the deliberate change in either 
government spending (G) and/or taxes (T) to stimulate or slowdown the economy. To be 
precise, 

1. When the real output level is below the potential level of output, or the real 
income is below the target level of real income, we have learned that the economy 
has a recessionary gap (Why do we call it a recessionary gap?). In such a case, a 
Keynesian economist may suggest an Expansionary Fiscal Policy, which means   

a. An increase in government spending (G) to increase aggregate expenditure 
(AE), and thereby increase aggregate demand, shifting the aggregate 
demand to the right.  

b. A decrease in taxes thereby increasing the disposable income within the 
economy would similarly increase consumption, and thereby raise 
aggregate expenditure, and consequently increase aggregate demand 
(shifting it to the right as well.)  

2. Similarly, when the real output level is above the potential level of output, or the 
real income is above the target level of real income, we have learned that the 
economy has a inflationary gap. (Why do we call it an inflationary gap?) In such a 
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case, a Keynesian economist may suggest an Contractionary Fiscal Policy, 
which means   

a. A decrease in government spending (G) to increase aggregate expenditure 
(AE), and thereby increase aggregate demand, shifting the aggregate 
demand to the right.  

b. An increase in taxes thereby decreasing the disposable income within the 
economy would similarly decrease consumption, and thereby raise 
aggregate expenditure, and consequently increase aggregate demand 
(shifting it to the right as well.) 

 
Discretionary Fiscal Policy 

The impact of Government’s Fiscal Policy: We briefly examined the idea that every 
dollar spent by the government goes further on account of the multiplier. We will now 
consolidate that idea, consider the income relationship with the autonomous expenditure 
multiplier and the autonomous expenditure items,  

{ }
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Then every dollar increase in government expenditure, G, raises real income or GDP by 

mpcmpi −+1
1 . We call this the Government Expenditure Multiplier. If the economy 

does not consume on the aggregate more than it generates in income, this means that 
1+mpi-mpc must be a number that is less than 1, and the multiplier is a number greater 
than 1 (Recall that mpc and mpi are numbers less than 1 but greater than 0). The 
significance of this observation is that a dollar increase in expenditure raises real income 
by more the initial dollar spent. Now, would a reduction in T in the manner we have 
included it have the same multiplier effect. Observe the following, every dollar reduction 

in taxes, T, reduces real income by 
mpcmpi

mpc
−+

−
1

, and since mpc is a fraction, the 

multiplier effect from the tax reduction and the consequent increase in consumption is 
actually less than that from direct spending by the government, G. This suggests direct 
expenditures are more effective in this multiplier framework. Note that we call this 
multiplier the Autonomous Tax Multiplier. You should convince yourself that my 
description is true by giving values to both mpc and mpi. 
 
How can we see the impact of the multiplier on changes in fiscal policy 
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diagrammatically? Consider an increase in government direct expenditure by an amount 
say a, depicted below. The vertical and horizontal distance to the 45 degree line is just a 
(Why? Remember your high school geometry?). Since there is multiplier effect involved, 
consequently, the intersection between the AE line and the 45 degree line occurs at a 
higher level of real income. Translated into the AD diagram, we have a rightward shift in 
AD at every price level as depicted below. 
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Let us jazz things up a little more. In the setup above, we have in effect considered only 
disposable income as real income net of a lump sum tax. Based on our previous 
discussions, there are several additional elements of the government’s budget there can 
be and should be included into our analysis. We will consider which should be included. 
 

Real 

AE=Y, 45o line 
C,I,G,S,T. 
Aggregate 
Demand 

a

a This would be 
the point of 
intersection with 
the 45 degree 
line if there were 
no multiplier 
effect.  

It is because there is a 
multiplier effect that the 
intersection is at a higher 
level of real income. 

Price  
Level 

Real 

AD0 

AD1 
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From revenues, we see from the previous table, we have personal income tax, corporate 
taxes, and indirect taxes. Corporate taxes essentially affect the producers or firms which 
consequently affects their level of investments. However, since we are treating 
investments as autonomous, we cannot model the impact taxes have on their decision. 
However, we can include personal income tax, and indirect taxes. Income taxes are 
calculated progressively based on level of income. Typically, this is calculated as a tax 
rate. So whereas T represented lumpsum taxes, such as property tax, we should include 
ad valorem tax as a fraction, precisely, the disposable income in the economy with ad 
valorem tax becomes YD = Y - tY - T = Y(1 – t ) - T  where t is the tax rate. 
 
This is still incomplete for the reason that we have excluded government expenditures 
that directly increase the purchasing power of the consumers. The outlays of a 
government we have noted include transfer payments and, spending on goods and 
services. However, the latter is just G in AE. How do we include transfer payments such 
as unemployment insurance payments and assistance income for single parent families 
and such? Let us label this direct transfer from the government as R. Then disposable 
income to consumers become YD = Y(1 – t ) – T + R. This then means that our real 
income relationship becomes  

( )
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In this setup, note the change in the multiplier. This has several implications. In this more 
comprehensive model the: 

1. Government Expenditure Multiplier is ( )( )tmpcmpi −−+ 11
1 . What this means 

is that with the additional level of taxes applied as an ad valorem tax, such as your 
progressive income tax, and goods and service tax (GST), it in effect reduces the 
multiplier effect. Why? Well, consider this, t is a number between 0 and 1, and (1-
t ) multiplied to mpc increases the value of the denominator, and hence reduces 
the multiplier. Prove this to yourself by assuming values of mpc, mpi, and 
examine the value of the multiplier with t equal to 0, and then a number between 
0 and 1.  
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2. The Autonomous Tax Multiplier is ( )( )tmpcmpi
mpc

−−+
−

11
. Just as the point 

reflects that the inclusion of t reduces the effectiveness of government 
expenditure, so to does it here. 

3. The Autonomous Transfer Payment Multiplier is ( )( )tmpcmpi
mpc

−−+ 11
. Notice 

that all that differs between this an the Government Expenditure Multiplier is the 
numerator here is mpc, a positive number between 0, and 1. Does this mean that 
a direct injection via direct government expenditure into say setting up the 
Maritimes provinces as bio fuel hubs would be more effective in boosting the 
Canadian Economy (Assuming there is a recessionary gap) then giving out 
the same amount of money as handouts to the general populace? 

 
Is this model near completion? Still not quite in truth, granted the simplicity in structure 
as it is. How would you include importation tax, based on our open economy 
framework above? 
 

Automatic Fiscal Policy/Stabilizers 
We have considered deliberate venues through which the government can affect the 
outcome in terms of real output/income of an economy. What happens when the 
government is not proactive? Consider this, how often do tax rates change? How often do 
laws on unemployment insurance change? Well if they do not change often, what 
happens during a typical cycle in economic activity? Does it amplify problems or squelch 
a good portion of typical shocks? 
 
To understand this, we could ask ourselves what is the relationship between revenues 
received by governments and real GDP or economic activity. Well, the relationship is 
naturally a positive one, in the sense that: 

1. The greater the economic activity, the greater would be real income/GDP,  
2. Which in turn means greater revenues or receipts for the government. 
3. Since unemployment is low, and needy families would make up a smaller portion 

of the general populace, government outlays must fall. 
 
Collectively, this then means that when the economy experiences a drop in economic 
activity, the fall in revenues, and increase in transfer payments would help prop up 
expenditures in the economy, counteracting without deliberate effort from the 
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government. The reverse is true when the economy seems to be producing above it 
potential or target level of GDP. What can we say about the relationship between the 
budget balance and the level of economic activity?  
 
Limitations of Fiscal Policy 

1. Legislative Process is slow, perhaps even slower than the delay caused by sticky 
prices. 

2. Inability to say with any certainty that an economy is above or below the potential 
or target level of GDP/Real Income. 

 
Supply-Side Effects of Fiscal Policy 
We have thus far restricted our attention to fiscal policy having impact of AD by virtue of 
the structure of the Aggregate Expenditure relationship. However, it is not inconceivable 
that fiscal policy can affect aggregate supply. We will examine some possibilities here. 
Let us first consider the following, what determines the potential output level: 1. Quantity 
of Labor, 2. Quantity of Capital, and 3. Technology. 

1. Labor Market Taxes: To examine the effect of income tax on labor market, we 
use our demand and supply analysis we learned in the Microeconomic segment. 
The diagram is depicted below. When a government levies income and indirect 
taxes (in the form of say your HST, or GST and PST) it reduces the amount of 
disposable income to workers. Ask yourself, using your microeconomic theory, 
this is equivalent to suppliers being taxed (since labor is supplied by individual 
consumers). This then reduces their incentives to supply labor, shifting the labor 
supply curve to the left (from a status quo of no income or indirect tax). Personal 
Taxes in effect places a wedge between what the producers pays the workforce, 
and what the workforce really takes home to their families, thus reducing the 
equilibrium supply. Note that from the diagram, the by taxing individual incomes, 
and consequently reducing the workers incentives to work, producers has to pay a 
higher level of wage just to attract the individuals to work, i.e. effectively raising 
the cost to the firms. This then means that an increase in tax would reduce labor 
supply, and hence consequently, increase cost of firms, and reduces the short run 
aggregate supply curve. The arguments are reverse if the government reduces 
income taxes. 
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2. We can similarly examine the effects that taxes have on capital 

accumulation/savings, and consequently investments. Because investments are 
highly mobile, we will depict its supply as a perfectly elastic line, i.e. a horizontal 
line. The downward demand is as in our standard microeconomic analysis. When 
there are taxes involved in investments, it then reduces the rate of return to 
investors. This then reduces the availability of capital available in the economy. 
On the diagram, it is an upward shift in the capital supply curve. Because there is 
a lower level of supply, the price of capital in the form of investments, interest 
rates must rise. Relative to a situation where we do not have any taxes,  

a. the imposition of income taxes then raises interest rates, and reduce the 
quantity of capital available in the economy.  

b. This in turn reduces the capacity of the economy, and 
c. Reduces the incentive to innovate, given the returns to innovation is 

smaller. (This means that income tax affects both SAS, and LAS) 
 

Income Tax Collected 

Wages 

Labor Supply without Tax 

Labor Supply with Tax 

After tax 

Before tax 

Fall in Labor Supplied 

Quantity of Labor 
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Implications of the Supply-Side Effects of Taxes 
Collecting the ideas we developed here, we can say the following 

1. An Expansionary Fiscal Policy, through raising Government Expenditure, and 
reducing Taxes, would raise labor and capital supplied, consequently raising SAS, 
and LAS. 

2. A Contractionary Fiscal Policy similarly then reduces SAS, and LAS. 
Diagrammatically, this maybe depicted as follows (Ignoring the LAS for the time being): 
Consider an expansionary fiscal policy where the government reduces income taxes. This 
shifts the aggregate demand, from AD0 to AD1. In the absence of supply-side effects, the 
economy would achieve an increase in real GDP/Income from Y0 to Y1, and price P0 to 
P1. However, when there are supply side effects, note that equilibrium real income is 
higher, but at a lower price level. Further, note that the greater the supply-side effect, the 
lower the inflationary pressure fiscal policy places on the economy. This means that if 
expansionary fiscal policy does not lead to inflation, would make its use in times of need, 
very inviting. On the other hand, if supply-side effects are small, there would be some 
inflationary pressure created. In the case where we have an inflationary gap, the shifts are 
similar, with the exception that instead of reducing the inflationary pressure, we have a 
reduction of deflationary pressure. 

Quantity of Capital 

Interest Rates 

Capital Supply + tax 

Capital Supply 

Demand for Capital 

Fall in quantity of Capital

Tax Rate
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*** Your Text has a good discussion of alternatives to fiscal policy. You should read 
it. 

Price Level 

Real GDP 

SAS0
AD0 

P1 
P2 
P0 

Y0     Y1   Y2 

SAS1

AD1 


